
Riding Intelligent Robot RINGBO

Looking for a safe and educational toy?
Try Riding Intelligent robot , RINGBO

Four Key Features

Safest Ride-on
(Sensor & Voice alert)
Educational toy
Easy Operation
Indoor Ride-on

If you were ever worried about your child on a ride-on, this is the ride-on you want.
RINGBO has sensors in front and back that keep your child from bumping into 
something. When RINGBO gets close to an obstacle, it automatically stops and warns 
your child out loud to “Watch Out!”

To operate RINGBO, the pedal and joystick have to be operated at the same time.
For safety issue, RINGBO starts its movement when your kid is ready to move, 
stepping on the pedal and holding the joystick tightly. Different from typical 
handles, joystick is easy to operate. Children can easily learn to use 
RINGBO in a short period of time and enjoy it.

RINGBO is the safest Ride-on ever. RINGBO as a riding intelligent robot. 
It keeps your child away from accidents. It is safe enough for children to 
ride on and easy enough for them to operate. What's even better about 
RINGBO is that it can also be a great teacher for your child! 
Why not present this incredible ride-on to your child. Make your child and 
you happy at the same time.

Sensors keep your child from bumping into something

Pedal and joystick help your child play safe and easy

RINGBO can be a friend of your child. RINGBO keeps on communicating with 
your child while operating. Stepping on the Pedal it says, “Here we go!” 
Pressing left and right button it says “Let’s have fun”  and 
“Excuse me~ You are in the way!”  When power is on, it says “Are you ready?"
 When sensor is on "Sensor’s on, I will be with you", When Sensor is
off "Sensor’s off, Please drive safely".  So, watch your child ride and talk with RINGBO.

RINGBO is talking Ride-on Toy

It is a ride-on your child can enjoy inside the house. As it requires zero swing
radius, RINGBO can easily make full turns and move around freely in small space.
And RINGBO with its stable design, you don’t need to worry about your child
falling off RINGBO. So, let your child enjoy the ride on RINGBO and do your
work without any worries.

RINGBO is perfect for indoor use
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